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Technological and institutional innovations, including the
growth of the Internet and of interstate banking, have enhanced the prospect for rapid evolution of the U.S. payments system. The Federal Reserve is collaborating with
other payments system participants to facilitate this change.
The Fed has undertaken to foster the integrity, efficiency,
and accessibility of the payments system, and that commitment will remain as timely when the change is complete as
it is today. However, as in every significant transformation
of the economic environment, all institutions must monitor,
and if necessary realign, their strategies to ensure that they
continue to support their respective goals under the emerging conditions. Although forethought cannot frame an allembracing plan that will be sound regardless of what the
future brings, it can identify a general strategic direction
that supports the institution's enduring goal and provides
the agility needed to take best advantage of emerging circumstances. Thus, while no one knows whether the U.S.
payments system will evolve rapidly or slowly, responsible
institutions will already be considering how they can best
serve the public if and when current policy achieves the
transition to a new generation of payment instruments.
In that spirit, we suggest an approach to keeping the
Reserve Banks' role as payment services providers well
aligned with the Fed's mission. We draw on both general
economic and business principles and also on the specific
principles that Congress and the Federal Reserve have
adopted over time to ensure that the Reserve Banks' ser12

vice-provider role embodies good public policy.1 These
considerations lead us to recommend a strategy for Reserve Bank payment services provision that gives top priority to services closely related to interbank settlement. For
most other payment services under our strategy, the transition to the next generation of payment instruments would
prompt the Reserve Banks to make a transition as well, toward promoting integrity, efficiency, and accessibility primarily by means other than direct service provision—such
as participation in the setting of standards, the drafting of
model legislation, and the regulation of payment services
markets.
Our reasoning about the Federal Reserve's strategy toward the emerging payments system starts from the idea
that specialization is beneficial to most organizations and
has specific additional benefits for the Federal Reserve
System. That specialization promotes efficiency is one of
the most basic andfirmly established principles of eco-

*This article appeared as an essay in the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis
2000 Annual Report issue of The Region (April 2001, vol. 15, no. 1, pp. 5-27). The
article was edited for publication in the Federal Reserve Bank of Minneapolis Quarterl
Review.
'in compliance with the provisions of the Monetary Control Act of 1980, the
Reserve Banks price their services to cover costs, including estimates of the taxes and
capital costs that their private sector competitors pay. In addition to this fundamental
cost recovery discipline, the Federal Reserve System has promulgated policy principles
to guide its participation in payment services markets, published in what is known as
the White Paper (FR Board 1990) among those familiar with the Fed's payments system.
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nomics and is a widespread working assumption in management theory as well. It implies that agents in the economy—institutions, as well as individuals—tend to serve
the public best by focusing their resources and efforts on
their respective areas of special strength, rather than by
each attempting to do the broadest range of tasks that it can
manage at a merely competent level.2 Since we regard economic analysis corroborated by historical evidence as indicating that a central bank's most critical functions in the
payments system revolve around settlement of interbank
payments, we view these functions as a central bank's area
of primary payment services strength.3 Applying the specialization principle to the Fed, we thus recommend that
specific services comprising, or closely related to, the Reserve Banks' core interbank settlement functions have the
highest strategic priority among the Reserve Banks' payment services activities.
This recommendation is strengthened by some considerations specific to the Federal Reserve System. The Fed
is, preeminently, the U.S. central bank, responsible for
monetary policy, aspects of financial supervision and regulation, and oversight of the functioning of the payments
system. Direct provision of payment services may support
these functions in some respects, but it also creates potential difficulties with them in others. Governance structure
is an example. A regionally oriented structure of 12 distinct, independent corporations has contributed to central
bank independence and public accountability by providing
a coherent institutional basis for the Reserve Bank presidents' role in making and implementing monetary policy.
However, as the U.S. banking industry has become more
integrated nationwide, an integrated governance structure
for the provision of Federal Reserve payment services has
become practically indispensable. Because the central bank
functions and payment services within each Reserve Bank
share some common support and overhead, such as information technology staff and facilities, the governance arrangements for the two types of functions cannot be kept
completely distinct. As a matter of logic, even if moving
de facto to joint governance of the 12 Reserve Banks in a
broad sphere of decision making would prove to be key to
enabling Federal Reservefinancial services to recover their
costs in a competitive market, such a market test would not
conclusively show such consolidation to be desirable. A
cost-recovery test for pricedfinancial services is not designed to reflect the burden (or, conceivably, the benefit)
that consolidation might entail for monetary policy and
other such central-bank functions.

A further consideration in favor of the Reserve Banks
playing a specialized role in the payments system concerns
maintaining an overall relationship of mutual deference
between the Fed and the private sector. The Fed's reputation as a trustworthy and neutral organization focused on
broad public objectives is an indispensable asset in meeting
its public responsibilities. That asset can be put at some
risk if banks, other commercialfirms, or the general public
perceive the Reserve Banks to be encroaching on activities
that the private sector can perform efficiently and equitably.4
These various considerations do not have the stark consequence that the Reserve Banks should never participate
in markets beyond what is required to discharge the Fed's
core central-bank responsibilities. They do suggest, however, that such participation be undertaken cautiously,
when careful consideration shows that the several alternative means of attaining the Fed's payments system objectives are clearly inferior.
Near the end of this article, we apply the ideas introduced here by developing a list of specific observations
and recommendations concerning the Fed's role in the payments system. If the payments environment evolves as we
anticipate, these recommendations would focus the Reserve Banks' payment services provider role more tightly.
The more focused role we envision is consistent, we believe, with current Federal Reserve legislative authority
and policy.5 Some current activities would be phased out
if their policy rationales became less salient.6
By recommending that the Federal Reserve specialize
in some activities in which we think it has a comparative
2This rough characterization will suffice for the purposes of this essay. To the
reader who wishes to recast our argument in the most explicit and careful form, we
recommend the discussion of comparative advantage in any standard text on the economics of international trade.
3The term bank refers broadly in this essay to depository institutions and other
financial institutions that, for reasons of public policy, are permitted to hold accounts
at the central bank.
4Evidence is provided by the role of friction with the state banks, and their consequent opposition, in defeating renewal of the charter of the Second Bank of the United
States. The actions of the Second Bank of the United States were lawful, in conformity
with sound banking practices, and inspired by defensible considerations of public policy. Nevertheless those actions were bitterly resented because they forestalled some private-sector banks from doing legitimate business. See Catterall 1902, pp. 166, 451.
5 In particular, we regard it as being consistent with the White Paper on the role
of the Federal Reserve in the payments system.
6One such rationale would be fostering the transition to an electronic-based retail
payments system, which would already be well under way in the environment that we
contemplate. Another rationale would be coping with market failures. We suggest that
an electronic system would correct such a market failure or make it addressable by general competition policy, such as antitrust law.
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advantage, we are by no means advocating that those activities be reserved to the Fed alone. Nor do we advocate
that other activities, otherwise appropriate for the Reserve
Banks, be proscribed by law or regulation solely on this
account. To the contrary, institutions' spheres of comparative advantage are best identified, and the institutions' respective activities accordingly shaped, through a continuous process of open and vigorous competition.
The Fed's Payments System Objectives
and Tools for Achieving Them

The integrity, efficiency, and accessibility of payment services are the well-established goals of the Federal Reserve
with regard to the payments system. (See Appendix A,
which surveys the Fed's authoritative statements and interpretations of these goals.) Direct provision of payment
services is one means to attain these goals, but it is not the
only means that the Fed can and does use. To facilitate a
balanced view on the role of service provision in the Fed's
pursuit of payments system objectives, we outline in this
section a variety of methods available to, and largely in use
by, the Fed. This survey sets the stage to consider which
options the Fed should use in a particular situation and, in
particular, when it should take on the role of payment services provider.
The Federal Reserve has pursued its payments system
goals in part through direct provision of payment services.
As a nationwide complex of institutions, the Reserve
Banks can address payments system access issues directly,
by providing interbank payment services to all banks on
equivalent terms. They can also address integrity issues by
making their services very reliable as well as accessible
and by offering them to failing institutions as well as
healthy ones. The hard part is to meet the access and
integrity objectives through direct service provision without falling short on the efficiency objective. However, the
Monetary Control Act of 1980 (MCA) requires the Reserve Banks to be cost-effective enough to recover the
costs of their directly provided services, including adjustments for taxes, the cost of capital, and other private-sector
expenses, from the fees they charge their customers. According to a priced-services accounting system that has
been in place for almost 20 years and has survived significant internal and external scrutiny, the Reserve Banks have
met the MCA's requirements. In that sense, the Fed has
successfully provided wide access to a set of reliable and
efficient services for many years, in furtherance of its general goals for the payments system.
14

Provision of payments system services by the Reserve
Banks continues to be guided by the White Paper (FR
Board 1990). This guidance was reaffirmed and amplified
during the 1990s, when Federal Reserve Chairman Alan
Greenspan asked then Vice Chair Alice Rivlin to head a
committee reviewing the Reserve Banks' role in providing
payment services, especially automated clearinghouse
(ACH) and check clearing. On the basis of internal analysis as well as extensive public testimony, the Rivlin committee reported in early 1998 that the Reserve Banks
should continue to provide ACH and check clearing services. (See Committee on the Federal Reserve in the Payments Mechanism 1998.)7
Besides direct provision of services by the Reserve
Banks, there are other ways to pursue the Fed's goal of
maintaining a U.S. payments system that serves the public
well. Perhaps the simplest alternative is to rely on private
market institutions to provide reliable, efficient, and accessible payment services. Economic theory implies that,
in an ideal environment, private competition will lead to
efficient arrangements for producing and distributing services that are of optimal quality and available to all at
prices appropriately reflecting marginal cost. Experience
suggests that this actually occurs, at least approximately
and sufficiently, for many goods and services in the U.S.
economy. Competition is also generally accepted to be especially successful in promoting long-term innovation and
efficiency in many markets. In the payments system, private competition is already the primary mechanism for ensuring access to low-cost, reliable services for consumers
and nonfinancial businesses. Deferring to private market
provision of interbank clearing and settling services is also
an option the Fed can consider in pursuing its payments
system objectives. For some services, such as the clearing
of interbank credit card, debit card, and automated teller
machine (ATM) payments, the Fed has largely done so.8
7 In addition, the Rivlin committee recommended that the Federal Reserve System
play an active role, in conjunction with other payment services providers and users, in
enhancing the efficiency of ACH and check clearing services and in framing strategies
for moving to the next generation of payment instruments. In 1999, the Payments System Development Committee was established by the Board of Governors to help follow up on recommendations of the Rivlin committee and actively to foster innovation
in the payments system, where this is in the public interest.
8It is true that a number of such commercial networks ultimately rely on Reserve
Bank payment services (for example, the Fed ACH) to transfer funds between their
members' reserve accounts for final settlement. When the Reserve Banks play such a
limited, specialized role in support of payment services in which they do not directly
compete, they contribute to the integrity of those services and provide a means to transfer funds among a more inclusive group of participants than might otherwise be costeffective. By playing this role, the Reserve Banks also enhance competition, because

